JOIN US IN ANCHORAGE FOR THIS BEST-SELLING COURSE!

As the recognized authority and principal educator for the internal audit profession, The IIA provides comprehensive and in-depth training on a variety of topics. We are bringing our training to Anchorage on October 23–24, and members of the Alaska Chapter of The IIA can take advantage of special pricing for:

- **Beyond the Basics: Essential Skills and Practices. Chapter member pricing: $640.** This two-day course is designed for auditors with one to five years of experience, who want to move to the next stage in internal audit, adding value and providing crucial insights when performing audit engagements.

  Participants will learn to identify opportunities to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the internal audit process. Following key principles from the International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF), the course will also:

  - Compare risk and control frameworks
  - Demonstrate the application of critical thinking to audit planning
  - Identify the types of evidence used to meet audit project objectives, and
  - Show how to effectively communicate audit results

  The course curriculum is designed to engage participants in group discussions and breakout sessions based on real-world scenarios and case studies, including an internal audit engagement simulation, to help participants improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their internal audit process.

  Alaska Chapter members can register at this special price by contacting IIA Customer Relations at 407-937-1111.

**EVENT DETAILS**

**WHEN:** October 23–24, 2018  
**WHERE:** Alyeska Pipeline Offices  
3700 Centerpoint Drive  
Anchorage, AK 99503-5800

All IIA in-person courses include continental breakfast, lunch, morning and afternoon refreshments, and unlimited beverages.

Take advantage of this exclusive training program.  
For more information or to register, call IIA Customer Relations, 407-937-1111  
www.theiia.org/Training